ALLIANCE Growers, like those in the valley, were making record progress in beet harvesting this year. W.H. Wilbrand, left, expected to complete his 210 acres this past week. Richard Murphy and Joe Weare were part of his crew. Weare has worked for Wilbrand for a number of years, while Murphy has his own cattle ranch southeast of Alliance, where Wilbrand cattle have been pastured. Wilbrand farms with Bill L. Koester of Alliance.
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THE NAGAKI brothers and brother-in-law Harry Nakatsu farm a lot of land northeast of Alliance. Sugarbeets, beans, corn, hay and pasture comprise a total of 1,070 acres. The men were scattered the day of this camera visit, but Tad Nagaki, son David, and Ma Nagaki, stopped for a brief visit. Frank and Skeets Nagaki completes the farming team. The men have cut some corn silage, will combine most of the rest, but a feeding program is a question mark this year, Tad Nagaki said.